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ABSTILACT: Earth retaining structures under construction suffered Kobe Earthquake of January 17,1995_
Many seismometers and earth pressure cells were broken by severe shock that yielded the greatest earthquake
disaster since Kanto Earthquake of 1923, but some gauges of earth retaining structures recorded invaluable
behavior before and after earthquake. 80 cases of earth retaining structures before and after Kobe Earthquake
were studied in detail. In this paper, mechanical behavior of earth retaining structures under severe seismic
motion was discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

walls suffered a heavy damage due to the severe

In recently years, large and deep constructions at

seismic motion of Kobe Earthquake. At this site, the
revetment of reclaimed land leaned to the canal by

overcrowded city area are increasing. However, the
design of earthquake-proof retaining structure has

lateral flow owing to liquefaction, and the building of
sewerage treatment plant was destroyed by seismic
motion.

been overlooked by following reasons.

1.The construction term of the earth retaining

When the earthquake occurred, the work of

structure is short.

foundation piles (cast in place reinforced concrete
piles, diameter 1 m, length 32 m) and the work of
base concrete had been completed. Steel sheet piles
(type SL, Z=315O cm", length 12 m-15 m) were

2. To strengthen the earth retaining structure for
earthquake increases the cost of construction.

3.The earth retaining structure moves with

supported by H shaped steel struts with island

surrounding underground under seismic motion.

4. The mechanical behavior of earth retaining
structure under seismic motion is observed

method. The dimensions were 65.5 in long, 67 m
wide and 8_5 m-4_6 m deep. Figure 1 shows the soil
condition at this spot.
The seismic motion from north to south surpassed
the motion from west to east.
The seismometers at 83 m below ground level on
Kobe Port Island, reclaimed land, 6_5 km in the west
from this spot, recorded seismic motion as follows:

scarcely.

Many earth retaining structures at various areas

suffered the severe seismic motions of Kobe
Earthquake. To study the behavior of earth retaining

structure that suffered severe seismic motion of

earthquake is important for the design of earthquake
proof retaining structures.
In this paper, representative 2 cases from among

(1) acceleration
horizontal 679 gal, vertical 187 gal

the study of 80 cases, suffered Kobe Earthquake,

were studied in detail.

(2) velocity
horizontal 67 kine, vertical 29 kine

2 EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURE ON

(3) displacement
horiéontal 28 cm, vertical 12 cm

RECLAIIVIED LAND

2. 1 Case history

2.2 Displacement of earth retaining walls

One suffering case is the earth retaining structure for
sewerage treatment plant construction on reclaimed

Steel sheet pile walls were deformed inward in a

land. This spot is 29 km in the northeast from the
seismic epicenter at the earthquake. Steel sheet pile

large way by super severe seismic as shown in Figure
2.
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Corner joints of steel sheet piles were cut off by
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Figure 2. Horizontal displacements of earthretain
ing walls after earthquake.

The damages of steel struts were observed as

follows:

l. H shaped steel struts were distorted and

deformed.

2. H shaped structural steels on base concrete,
supported struts, bulked.

3. Bolts that connect each struts and wales were

broken.

The liquefaction and pressure of lateral flow due

to seismic motions severely effected on the steel
struts. The cracks of base concrete supported H
shaped stmts were observed. Maximum opening of

the cracks was 3mm-5mm around struts as shown in
Figure 3.

severe seismic motion and seawater leaked into
excavated space from the damaged joints. The
reinforced concrete on the head of walls retaining
steel sheet piles was broken.
The length of earth retaining wall’s alignment from

north to south was shortened and the earth retaining
wall of both west and east inclined inward. Seismic
motion on reclaimed land surpassed the allowable
stress of H shaped steel (struts and wales).
3 EARTH RETAINING WALLS AT SUPER
SEVERE EARTHQUAKE AREA
3.l Case /7f.5`l()l'y

Another case (hereinafter called site B) is the
underground car park that suffered the earthquake
during constmction. The dimensions were 77 m long,
53 m wide and 20 m deep as shown in figure 4. The
greatest care was required for the safety of railways,
which were close by excavation area. The height of

earth retaining wall along the railway side was 7 m
above the ground level. The soil stratum of this spot
was as shown in Figure 6.

The soil cement column piles were used as the

earth retaining wall (diameter of northern part
550mm). The head of earth retaining walls was
reinforced with concrete. The back ground of
southern earth retaining walls from west to east was
reinforced with PTP ( prepacked in place concrete
piles).

Surrounding almost houses were destroyed

completely by earthquake or burnt down in the tire

occurred just after the earthquake. The seismic
intensity of this area was “ultra 7”.

3 .2 Displacement of earth retaining wal/
The head of northern earth retaining walls from west

to east moved inward by super severe seismic
motion.

North

motion. The vertical displacement of earth retaining

-_ H ` iA_Q

walls is as shown in Figure 7.
Severe seismic motion caused large displacements

_station

at these earth retaining walls. But it did not result in

the catastrophic failure. It means it had little

6

influence on the stability of earth retaining structures
in this case.

ED

In this case, an asymmetrical earth pressure

G8

resulted from one side of the excavation area being

close to the railway embankment and principal

direction of seismic motion increased the
deformation inward, and thrust away to the back

South

ground of earth retaining wall through struts.

Q continuous inclinometes

4 CHARACTERISTIC MECHANICAL

® inclinomete

BEHAVOUR OF EARTH RETAINTNG
WALLS

Q piezometer

4.1 Szwerirzg cases Q/`ea1-'th 1'etc1ir1i1'1g walls

Through the study of 80 cases of earth retaining
walls before and after earthquake, the results are as

Figure 4. Surface plane of retaining structures (site

follows:

B).

Nvalue 0 60

l. Diaphragm walls
suffering none :3cases
2. Soil cement column walls

Banking

Silt EE

suffering none :22cases
a little suffering 19 cases
3. Steel sheet piles
suffering none 214 cases
a little suffering 15 cases
tremendous suffering 1 Zcases
4. Soldier piles and lagging
suffering none 120 cases
a little suffering Q 3cases
5. Total
suffering none : 60 cases
a little suffering 5 l7cases
tremendous suffering 1 3cases
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All tremendous suffering cases were observed at the
earth retaining walls on reclaimed land, Kobe city.

Sandy Soil/ Gravel
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4.2 Phenomena of earth retaining .S`fl'IlCIfZI7'€.S'

Phenomena of eanh retaining structures due to

Figure 5. Soil condition (site B).

seismic motion are as follows:

The maximum displacement of the earth retaining

l. Deformation of earth retaining wall.

wall at the head was lOcm. The head of southern
retaining wall from west to east moved toward the

2. Deformation or bending of H shaped steel

struts.
3. Crack§ and leakage of soil cement column wall.

back ground of earth retaining wall. The

displacement of earth retaining wall that runs from
north to south was relatively small ( as shown in
Figure 7 ). The crossing parts of struts ( H shaped
wide flange beams ) slipped off by severe earthquake

4. Joint damages of different rigid steel pipe sheet
piles.

motion. The station building adjacent to the
excavation area was destroyed completely by seismic
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Figure 6. Horizontal displacement of earth retaining
Walls before and after the earthquake (site B ).

Figure 7_Vertical displacement of earth retaining
Wall before and after the earthquake ( site B ).

4.3 Main car./.s'e.s' of €Cll"Z‘/'I /'erairring wal/ '.s'

4. Countermeasure for liquefaction or lateral flow
under seismic rrrotiorr is essential to secure the safety
of workers.

dqjfrrnration

Main causes of earth retaining wall’s deformation by
seismic motion are as follows:
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l. Lateral flow due to the movement of revetment.
2. Liquefaction.
3. Seismic inertia force to double retaining walls.
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4. Differences of earth retaining wall’s rigidity
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facing each other.

5. Differences of improved soil ground at
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148 (in Japanese ), 1998.

retaining Wall’s background.
6. Uneven earth and water pressure.
7. Pullout of` anchoring steel cable.
8. Directivity of seismic motion.

5 CONCLUSIGNS

Through the study of SO earth retaining structures
before and after Kobe Earthquake, conclusions are as
follows:

l. There was no catastrophic failure of earth re
taining structures (within 80 cases) in the influenced
area of Kobe Earthquake.
2. Earth retaining structures suffered from twists

motion due to different rigidity of earth retaining
walls and uneven earth pressure due to surrounding
undergrounds soil conditions.
3. Water inflow from the damaged corners, drop
of struts etc. were observed. To strengthen corners
and joints is necessary for the safety under severe

-‘F

seismic motion.
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